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With salt
20/35/80g/bag

With apple
25/50g/bag

With peanuts
50/150g/bag

GUSTO Bio 

Unique in texture and taste, the product has registered double volumes compared to other similar
products in the market. GUSTO Bio are organic assortments, produced from the purest, most natural
corn flour, harvested in clean soil and green agriculture. These new puffs have a very fine consistency,
pleasantly aromatic, with a nice crunchy texture.





GUSTO Crunchy

From flavored cheese balls, roasted peanut puffs and corn puffs with cheese flavor, all bring
consumers bold flavors and crunchy textures, with a delicious taste – aka the unique GUSTO
taste! Nobody can say no to the crunchiest and tastiest CORN PUFFS!

Cheese Balls
Corn Puffs  with
Roasted  Peanuts

Corn Puffs  with
Cheese  flavor

40g/bag
40 bags/carton

35 g/bag
36 bags/carton



GUSTO Rings

Onion RingsPizza Rings

100g /bag

Crunchy, crispy and savory – these are the k e y characteristics of these delicious c orn puffs
from Gusto! Produced in three assortments, you can choose from crispy onion to flavored yummy
cheese and mouth-watering pizza rings. All aim to bring consumers the unique GUSTO corn
puffs, with delicious taste, bold flavors, and crunchy textures.

Cheese Rings



GUSTO Chocolate
The fine milk and cacao icing, made following a unique recipe of GUSTO chocolatiers, is
combined with the crunchiness of world’s most loved corn puffs! You can enjoy them in four
different assortments: classic with milk, with raspberry, with Greek oranges, and with rum.
With a good portion of 50 grams per bag, GUSTO satisfies your appetite for something sweet
and crunchy.

With Chocolate and Raspberry With Chocolate and OrangeWith Milk Chocolate With Chocolate and Rum

50g chocolate snacks / bag, 36 bags/ carton



Peanuts, candied oranges, raisins, hazelnuts coated in thick beautiful layers of chocolate. A wide
range of assortments used to celebrate life’s key events. At the core of GUSTO Dragée range is
the delicious Belgian dark and milk chocolate. Our world-famous chocolatiers have prepared
unique taste combinations to satisfy even the sweetest tooth!







GUSTO Popcorn 

Add a pop of fun (and flavor) to every occasion!
Satisfy your tasty appetite with our 100% natural popcorn. Puffed perfection in a bag, that’s GUSTO
Popcorn! Delicious puffed corn with a surprisingly subtle sweet & salty taste. The ideal snack to
enjoy during an evening on the couch, as a snack or with a nice appetite. Due to the incredibly tasty
taste, GUSTO Popcorn is also very popular with kids! For all popcorn lovers who are consciously
engaged in a healthy lifestyle.

500g200g



Contact Details

export@phoenixy.ro

Address

Baicoi, DN 1, no. 12

postal code 105200

Prahova District, Romania
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